This file provides a description of the data and do files used in the paper “College Party Culture and
Sexual Assault” by Jason Lindo, Peter Siminski, and Isaac Swensen. The files are hosted by the Interuniversity Consortium of Political and Social Research at http://doi.org/10.3886/E100462V3. The files
are organized in two separate folders. The Data-Construction folder includes the do files and data files used
to construct the samples used in our analyses and the Data-Analysis folder includes the do files and data
files that produce the estimates presented in our tables and figures. Below we provide a brief description of
each file in each folder.

Data-Analysis Folder
Do-Files
File
NIBRS
NIBRS
NIBRS
NIBRS

Purpose
DailyAnalysis.do
DistanceAnalysis.do
ArrestAnalysis.do
HourlyAnalysis.do

Produces
Produces
Produces
Produces

estimates in tables 1-2, 4-8, A3, and figures 1, A2-A3
estimates in Table 3
estimates in Table A4
Figure 2

Data-Files
File

Purpose

ForDistanceAnalysis.dta
ForHourlyAnalysis.dta
ForDailyAnalysis.dta

Sample used in main distance analysis created by NIBRS DistanceSample.do
Sample used in main hourly analysis created by NIBRS HourlySample.do
Sample used in main daily analysis created by NIBRS DailySample.do

Data-Construction Folder
Do Files
File

Purpose

NIBRS DailySetup.do
NIBRS DailySample.do

Cleans and organizes incident-level NIBRS data and collapses to agency-by-day
Merges daily NIBRS data with football data and creates variables used in the analysis,
produces dataset used for daily analysis

NIBRS DistanceSetup.do

Cleans and organizes incident-level NIBRS data, keeps sample of agencies “nearby” the
agencies used in the main analysis and collapses to agency-by-day
Imputes zeros, creates variables used in analysis, produces dataset used for analysis of
“nearby” municipalities

NIBRS DistanceSample.do

NIBRS HourlySample.do
dataclean1.do
timezones.do

Cleans and organizes incident-level NIBRS data and collapses to agency-by-day-by-hour
Cleans and organizes football database
Maps times to the appropriate timezone

Data-Files
File

Purpose

out allyears.dta
GroupB 1991 2012.dta
orischool.xls
out allyears daily.dta
FootballGamesModified.xls
Additionalftball.dta
out allyears distance.dta
orilist.dta
intersectAll.dta
UCR FIPS stateXwalk.dta
ori day hour.dta
holidays.dta
rivals.dta
rape arrests.dta
gday info.dta

Raw NIBRS data for all years used in the analysis
Raw NIBRS Group B data used in the analysis.
Police department listing matched to NIBRS identifier
daily NIBRS sample created by NIBRS DailySetup.do
football data obtained from covers.com
football data obtained from ESPN and sportsreference.com
Daily NIBRS sample created by NIBRS DistanceSetup.do
list of identifiers of agencies used in analysis
file including NIBRS identifiers for agencies that are “nearby” the main sample of agencies
Crosswalk for NIBRS agencies and FIPS designations
Rape and football information for merge with hourly sample
file identifying mdy of holidays
file identifying rival schools
NIBRS data file identifying incidents leading to arrest
game day information from main analysis to merge with arrest data
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